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Motivational Letter for Masters of British Studies at Berlin Humboldt University

“Education is my passion. It should be our national/ international mission.

” Echoing the words of Gordon Brown, a British prime minister. His words represent my

goals in life to acquire quality and advanced education to heighten my aspirations and be able to

make a positive impact towards building a strong economy characterized by thinking people.

This is a task that I can achieve if given a chance to study British Studies at Humboldt

University.

I was born in Taiwan, raised up in Canada, and also spent a few years in North America

before moving to Germany for my undergraduate education. I come from a diverse cultural

heritage and have Taiwanese and German origins, therefore I am a bilingual, fluent in both

English and Mandarin. English is my first language, studying, living, and interacting with people

from different nationalities has never been a problem. The experiences of travelling and

interacting with people from different cultures have increased my urge to study more and learn

people’s cultures. I also wanted to look at the world with a different perspective and relate it to

my identity, and so I developed the urge to study practically and define culture, political spheres

and be able to tell stories.

I have completed a Bachelor’s degree in Anglistik (English studies) which included

historical, political and language factors on social culture that proves my interests and the links

between my undergraduate course and British Studies. My work experiences in a travel agency

in North America and also in an international company dealing with exports and imports based

in Taiwan have opened my mind and made me focused on social, political and cultural studies. I

would someday like to launch my own knowledge-based international company, to gather

information and knowledge from various European countries. Studying British studies would

enable me to learn communicative strategies to do this henceforth.

Studying the depth of British history, and both the economic and political factors, as well

as the legal systems has been my main focus in life. Understanding the British culture and

helping in cultural understanding and my intentions of developing international relations

between Asia and European countries has always motivated me to pursue the course.

I choose to pursue a Masters in British studies at Humboldt University due to the high

education quality displayed in the syllabus that covers even the details linked to the study. The
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school has high international standards due to its consistency in producing competent graduates

from all over the world. The school offers this positive learning environment will motivate me to

give my best during the course of my studies. ‘The studies will also equip me to work in

institutions requiring British knowledge including my own international relations company

which is part of my life goal.

The university keeps track of the alumni, their activities, and careers, and this offers a

forum where the University former student can inspire others, get inspiration or professional

advice on the career. The House of Commons, Cheltenham Literature Festivals, Pearson plc and

the national trust are some of the many organizations that source their British studies experts

from the institution. The demand also inspires me to join the school to become more competitive

in the market.

Pursuing a Master in British Studies from Humboldt University will enable me to achieve

my goals and passion of making education part of international goal by managing and

developing the international knowledge based company. The course would help me understand

and interact with people from various cultures and contribute to solving social problems and

participate in achieving a stable economy.
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